Explicit ions condensation around strongly charged polyelectrolytes and spherical macroions: the influence of salt concentration and chain linear charge density. Monte Carlo simulations.
The condensation of monovalent counterions and trivalent salt particles around strong rigid and flexible polyelectrolyte chains as well as spherical macroions is investigated by Monte Carlo simulations. The results are compared with the condensation theory proposed by Manning. Considering flexible polyelectrolyte chains, the presence of trivalent salt is found to play an important role by promoting chain collapse. The attraction of counterions and salt particles near the polyelectrolyte chains is found to be strongly dependent on the chain linear charge density with a more important condensation at high values. When trivalent salt is added in a solution containing monovalent salt, the trivalent cations progressively replace the monovalent counterions. Ion condensation around flexible chains is also found to be more efficient compared with rigid rods due to monomer rearrangement around counterions and salt cations. In the case of spherical macroions, it is found that a fraction of their bare charge is neutralized by counterions and salt cations. The decrease of the Debye length, and thus the increase of salt concentration, promotes the attraction of counterions and salt particles at the macroion surface. Excluded volume effects are also found to significantly influence the condensation process, which is found to be more important by decreasing the ion size.